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Dear editor:
We have read with interest one of the latest published article in your journal.(1) We agree that Google
Trends is a useful tool for health research, but some methodological concerns may bias the results of this
type of studies. We found in this article serious issues that affect the results and its understandings. We
would seek certain clarifications from the authors.
Firstly, the article did not provide the reasoning behind the choice of search input. The selection of
search terms should represent what the target population would use for a given concept. Therefore, it is
necessary to carry out a pre-validation and careful selection of the search terms,(2) either through
surveys,(3) searching web pages or iteratively testing in Google Trends with the “top related queries”.(4,5)
In addition, it is important to show the authors' rationale for search strategy, and especially if it is carried
out in several countries.(6)
Secondly, the article did not consider grammatical or language variations of the concepts of interest,
despite performing a worldwide analysis. Furthermore, the limitation of the applicability of its results is
not mentioned in the discussion or in the conclusion, which would be restricted to English-speaking
countries. The search with Google Trends in several geographical areas (or worldwide) should use the
"Topic" tool or include translations to the terms into official languages (using the "+" symbol) of the
concepts to be searched in "search term" to increase the representativeness of the results.(2,7,8) For
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example, a recent study in Google Trends on the term “wash hands” pre-translated and then evaluated
the most searched terms(9)
Thirdly, the authors did not clearly specify whether or not they used quotation marks in their search
terms that contained more than one word. This methodological aspect of the search strategy is important
for the reproducibility of the results(8) and it is considered a key performance indicator of
methodological quality in Google Trends studies.(6)
Fourthly, the authors do not specify how “Figure 3: “Comparative relative search volume in relation to
Internet search trends on COVID-19 symptoms” was made, which shows the comparison of nine search
terms related to COVID-19 symptoms.(1) It is well known that Google Trends only allows a comparison
of up to a maximum of five, so it is likely that two comparison of groups of terms were downloaded
separately and subsequently mixed in the same figure. This should be clarified by the authors because it
could affect the authors' conclusions (the most searched symptom was “fever”, followed by “sore
throat” and “cough”) and the others results.(1) In addition, when trying to reproduce these results (with
the same methodological aspects, including “search term” strategy), discrepancies were found with the
reported results (Fig.). It is recommended to present these comparisons separately with a same search
term for each pair of figures in order to maintain the ranking (in our Figure 1, this same search term is
“shortness of breath”); or to estimate the absolute value of the searches.(5)
Fifthly, a quantitative parameter was not used for comparison of searches between terms. The authors
apparently used a comparative analysis guided by line graphs, which although in this case would not
alter their conclusions, is an important aspect to consider especially when there are several search peaks
for different terms. A more objective way to make this comparison would be through the area under the
curve, the sum of the relative search volumes or their average.
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Fig. Covid-19 symptoms sort by average relative search volume. “Shortness of breath” is repeated at the
end of the top figure and at the beginning of the bottom figure to maintain relative comparison.
Finally, one limitation that should be highlighted about the applicability of its results is that some
countries, such as China, Iran or Turkey, present disruptions to Google services and therefore a
decreased search traffic. There are several causes for these disruptions, such as government-mandated
blocks and network outages.(10)
To sum up, there are certain issues that should be considered when conducting studies using Google
Trends. We hope that the authors will respond to the points presented. This will benefit the scientific
community and improve the methodological quality of Latin American research.
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